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Case Study

The Content Stylist



THE CONTENT  
STYLIST.
Content Marketing Agency
The Content Stylist is a marketing agency supporting its clients to grow and 
scale through bespoke content creation that’s on message and on-brand. They 
then go on to support their client’s with content marketing support, strategies, 
automation, lead generation and funnel building. 

Overview
The Content Stylist supports multiple businesses to use the  
Zymplify platform for all their digital and content marketing needs.

Zymplify’s goal was to help The Content Stylist:

Support their clients to acquire new customers  
and leads without having to grow their teams

Nurture those new leads through to  
conversation through automation

Increase the client’s visibility and reach without 
having to increase their marketing budgets

For more information on  
the Content Stylist visit

contentstylist.co.uk 
or email claire@contentstylist.co.uk
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Challenge Solution
Zymplify provided The Content Stylist with an all-
encompassing platform that was affordable and allowed the 
financial growth of both their business and their clients. 

Zymplify’s easy to use interface has allowed The Content 
Stylist the ability to manage, and design multiple client 
campaigns and build a pipeline of warm leads to deliver to 
their clients ready to convert.

The use of multi channel campaigns allowed them to get their 
client’s businesses in front of their ideal clients with ease.

Results
- Helped their clients increase the volume and 

quality of their generation dramatically.

- Typically the client’s have seen an email open rate 
increase of 5% in just six weeks through the use 
of intelligent automation.

- Being able to support their clients to be more 
visible and consistent in the online space and help 
them to build brand recognition and trust across 
multi-customer touchpoints.

Interested?
If you want to know 
more you can register 
for our weekly platform 
demo webinar and we’ll 
show you exactly how 
to generate the highest 
quality leads for your 
clients, fast.

REGISTER FOR DEMO

Supporting clients to 
generate more high 
quality leads for their 
business without having 
to grow their team

Not having results or 
easy to understand data 
that demonstrated the 
value and ROI of services 
to the client

Client’s using multiple 
platforms, making it 
difficult to support and 
wasting valuable time in 
getting campaigns set up 
and running
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Zymplify has a dedicated 
support team and a full 
training library to support 
with quick implementation 
and training for your team.



Zymplify provides powerful, 
yet simple, automated 
prospecting and lead 
qualification software to 
accelerate your revenue 
by turning strangers into 
customers within days.

Contact us today to 
book a free demo 
and unleash the 
power of Zymplify

grow@zymplify.com  
www.zymplify.com

EMAIL

VISIT


